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In this paper we investigate trees on a fixed set of vertices whose complements contbin the 
maximum possible number of cycles. Let 2’ be a tree and c(T’) be the number of cycles in the 
complement of T. We prove that for every tree T of n > 6 vertices and with diameter d 
between 4 and n - 2 inclusive, there is a tree T1 of n vertices with diameter at least d + 1 so 
that ~(2’;) > c(T). We further deduce that among all trees of n 3 9 vertices, a path on n 
vertices has the maximum number of cycles in its complement. This settles in the affirmative a 
conjecture of K.B. Reid. 
Consider a tree T on it vertices and let f( T, n) court the n. ~;id,ber of cycles in 
the complement of T. Then define f(n) as the maximum value of f(T, n) taken 
over all trees on ye vertices. In [3,4], Reid conjectured that there is an N G 12 so 
that for every II 2 N, f(n) is exactly the number of cycles in the complement of a 
path on 12 vertices. Reid also conjectured that a path is the unique extremal 
graph. In [2], Holroyd and Wingate used the inclusion-exclusion principle to 
study this problem. They obtained some interesting enumerative formulas and 
numerical resu!ts supporting the validity of Reid’s conjecture. In this paper, we 
will settle this conjecture in the affirmative. 
In Section ‘2, we wiii give some definitions and preitminary resuits. ‘We Wiii 
derive two reduction lemmas in Section Z. These lemmas how that for each tree 
with diameter at least %ur th3zt is not a path, there is a tree with larger diameter 
and more cycles in its 03mplement. In Section 
l II 4 \??‘e will pro!-e geid.5 &*ijeCiGic, 
ecall that a tree is a connected gra khout a cycle. r a graph 43 on n 
vertices, the complement of G = (V(G (G)), denoted by G’, is the gra 
(V(C), E(G)), where V(G) = V(W) E(W) consists of th0se pairs fr 
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v(G) which do not belong to E(G). We envision G’ as being obtained by 
deleting all the edges in E(G) from a complete graph on the same vertex set 
V(G). In this section, we will concentrate on the complements of trees. It is well 
known that every tree T with at least two vertices has at least two vertices of 
degree one. We will call these vertices end points of T. We will find it convenient 
to call a vertex of T a non-end point if it is of degree at least rwo. 
A path is a tree with exactly two end points. We use the notation 
{ XP, -x2, - - l 9 xn} to denote a path P, where 
V(P) = {x1, x2, l l . , x,,} and E(P) = {(Xi, Xi+l): i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1). 
With this notation, we assume a direction of P, and we will denote the other 
direction of P, {x,, x,+, . . . , xl> by P-l. To emphasize the two end points of P, 
sometimes we also use notations x1 Px, and xnP-‘xl instead of P and P-l. We will 
use the piecewise notation P = {X,PlXi, Xi+lP2Xn}, where PI = {XI, ~2, . . . , Xi), 
P2= {xi+19 xi+19 l l . , x,,} to indicate that P is the union of two paths. If we want 
to emphasize that two pieces are joined at Xi, we will use the notation 
P= {XlpoXi-19 xi, xi+lPzxn}, where PO= {XI, ~2, . . . , xi-l}. A cycle C is the 
graph obtained by adding the edge (x,, x1) to a path {x1, x2, . . . , x,). We denote 
such a cycle by C = {x1, x2, . . . , x,, xl}. ‘Sometimes we will also use piecewise 
notation, such as C= {X1PGi-1, Xi-19 xi, Xi+lP2Xn, ~1). 
The length of a path is the number of edges in the path. A longest path in a 
graph is, of course, a path with the greatest length. The length of a longest path 
of a graph G is called the diameter of G, denoted by diam(G). The distance 
between two vertices u and 2r of a conzcted graph, denoted by d(u, v), is the 
length of the shortest path between u and V. 
For a graph G, we define the cycle number of G, denoted cycle(G), as the 
number of cycles in 6. For example, consider the complete graph &. It is easy to 
verify that KS has ten cycles of length three, fifteen cycles of length four, and 
twelve cycles of length five so that cycle(&) = 37, We refer the reader to [1] for 
Gina 51 ayrr LI~YAC, C&W CV~ EE ~~~~~~~~~ t-- --m-h +~~fi~kdfi tbarmknlnuv nnt &&npd hp_rp~ 11”. WI11111 _ -SW_ _. 
In [3], Reid studied the following problem: For 3 tree T on n vertices, let 
g(T, n) = cycle(T’), the number of cycles in the complement of T. Then let g(n) 
tie the minimum value of g( T, n) taken ovei all trcqs on n vertices. To determine 
. g$ j, Reid proved the following result: 
9 _3 Let 1 JIp ” )yoLi nf Ainn.lnt~~ -4 I---c l-e.---; VY w cnec~ VJ CCCUIICCCC~ UC CT;UibL JUU’. La; f be a non-ena’ 
point of T which is ndjacent to exactly one non-end point of T, i,e., f is any end 
oint of the tree obtained from T by removing all end points of T. Then let g be a 
on-end point of T with d(f, g) = 2 (see Fig. 1). Let TO be the tree obtained from T 
by removing all the end points adjacent to f and adding the same number of new 
e.qa’ nninip nii nn’inrqt t/r a y”I..I” w-1 ww,nsvrw e ,” b. wTken t,he number of cycles in T& does not exceea’ the 
er (csf cycle,~ i ‘, i.e., 
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‘This lemma implies that for n a 5, the value of g(n) can be precisely 
determined, and in fact 
g(n j = min{cycle( T’): T is a tree with n vertices and dia 
Therefore, the lemma reduces the problem to trees of diameter 2 or 3. Utilizing 
enumerative techniques, Reid conclluded that among all trees with n vertices, 
B 2 6, the unique tree with the smallest number of cycles in its complement is the 
tree with two adjacent Nan-end points having two end points adjacent o one of 
them and n - 4 end points adjacent o the other. 
Reid [3] also asked the question about the other extreme: ‘The complement of 
which trees with n vertices contain the largest number of cycles? e posed the 
following conjecture: 
Conjecture. (i) There & are NS 12 such that for ovary n 2 IV, f(n) = 
max(cycle(T’): T is a tree with n vertices) is assumed only when T is a path. 
(ii) There is an N s 12 such that for every n 3 IV and every tree T with n vertices 
and diameter d, 4 G d s n - 2, there is a tree TI with n vertices and diameter greater 
thaw d such that cycie( T’) < cycte( T;). 
Part (ii) of this conjecture plays a role in the maximum problem which is 
analogous to the role played by Reid’s reduction lemma in the minimum 
problem. Unfortunately, the reversed form of the reduction lemma of Reid can 
not be applied direct@ in the maximum probXem L For example, the tree T in Fig. 
2 can not be obtained by using the sperati ~$1 described in the reduction lemma. It 
follows that the reversed form of this lemma does not guarantee there is a tree 
??-jtb SCMdls vCHtiC es and diameter greater than four which has more than cycle(T’) 
cycles in its complement. But it is easy to see that the reversed form of the 
ig 2. 
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Table 1 
n cycle( SL) cycle( PL) 
s 7 3 
6 37 23 
7 197 153 
8 1172 1077 
9 8018 8490 
10 62 814 75 234 
11 556 014 742 710 
12 5 488 059 8084990 
Table 2 
n 
d 
56 7 8 9 10 11 12 
_- 
2 7 37 197 1172 8018 62 814 556 014 5 488 059 
3 5 19 119 784 5738 47 160 432 715 4 392 051 
4 3 21 129 832 5998 45790 444458 4487951 
5 23 143 930 6732 54 792 498 280 5 016 385 
6 153 1G24 3458 62 278 570 434 5 763 695 
7 iO77 8174 68 717 638 398 6 514 464 
8 8490 73066 691142 7 150 591 
9 ?5 234 725718 7626895 
10 742 710 7 934 511 
11 8084990 
reduction lemma does apply to ali trees with at least 5 vertices and with diameter 
will use this fact in Section 4. 
olroyd and Wingate studied this maximum problem in [Cl. The technique 
used is the inclusion-exclusion principle. They developed some recursive 
formulas to compute the number of cycles in the complement of a tree. Their 
tatjon shows that the star KI,n_l, which we also denote by $, maximizes 
‘) among all trees with n vertices for 5 s E s 8 and the path Pm maximizes 
cycle(T) among ail trees w;+% Vrrrl~ ti vertices for 9 s n s 12. Table 1 and Table 2 are 
from [2j. Table 1 lists the values of cycle@:) and cycle(PL) for 5 G R s 12 and 
le 2 ‘L:.sts he values of j(n, d) = max{cycle(T’): T is a tree on .n_ vertices and 
Let T be a tree with dim(T) 3 4. Suppose there is a longest path 
xk9 g, f) of T such that de&) 3 3. Then there is a tree Tl such 
that diam(l;) = diam(T) + 1 and c(T;) z c(T’). 
kt h be a vertex that is adjacent to g with h #f, h #xk. %%x $ is a 
longest path of T, both f and h are end points of T. Let q be the tree obtained by 
deleting the edge (g, h) of T and adding the edge (f, h) (see Fig. 
straightforward to check that TI is a tree and diam( T,) = diam( T) + 1. 
that c(T;) > c(T’). To prove this we will construct a one to one but not onto map 
M from the set of all the cycles in T’ to the set of all the cycles in Ti. 
L,et C be a cycle in T’. e define a(C) according to the following classification 
scheme for C: 
CZM 1. C does not contaim the edge (f, h). 
Since Ti = T’ - (f, h) + (g, It), C is also a cycle in T;. We Deane Q(C) = C. 
In all the following classes we assume that C contains the edge (f, hj, otherwise 
C is in class 1. So we assume that C = {hP’, f, h) . 
Uass 2. C contains g. 
Thus C = (F,P161, g, B&x, f, h}. Since f is an end point in T, f is adjacent o 
all the vertices except g in IF’. In particular, f is adjacent o bI in T’ and also in 
Ti_ So we can defime a(C) = $Plblf, xP;%~~ g, h}. Note that under. the 
assumption of this class, bI is adjacent o g in T;. 
C&ZH 3. C = {hPx, f, hi does not contain g and x is not adjacent o g in T, i.e., x 
is adjacent to g in T’ and also in T 1. 
In this class, we define a(C) = (hPx, g, h}. 
CEass 4. C = (h& f, h} does not contain g and x is adjacent o g in T, i.e., x is 
not adjacent o g in Ti* 
C&se 1. There is a vertex B such that b is not adjacent o g in T and b is not In C. 
In this case &I is not adjacent o fin T since p is an end print in T. Vie define 
a(C) = {hh, ff b, g, h}. 
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Case 2. There is no such b as described in Case 1. 
In this case, let B be the set of vertices that are not adjacent o g in T; all these 
are in C. Since diam( T) 2 4, we know that IBI 2 2. Let b1 be the last vertex in P 
that is in B. Then P = {h, zP,b,, yP,x} and all vertices in P2, from y to x (y and x 
may be the same), are not adjacent o g in T’. Since h is an end point in T, h is 
adjacent o x in T’ and also in Ti. Similarly, f is adjacent o z in T;. e define 
a(C) = {h, xP,‘Y, f, zPIbI, g, h j. Note that by the choice of bl, y is not adjacent 
tog in T;. 
Since these four classes cover all the possibilities, LY is a well defined map. It is 
easy to check inside each class, Q! is one to one. Therefore to show af is 
one-to-one, we only need to show that the images of different classes are 
nonintersecting sets. This is accomplished by verifying the claims given in Table 
3. In each case, the verification follows easily from the classification scheme and 
the definition of (Y. Note that when a(C) contains h, f, and g, we use these three 
vertices (in this order) to give a(C) an orientation. So -viz can refer to “the vertex 
!?SfSiG (or after) f”. 
Now we prove that 1y is not onto. Recall that P = {x1, x2, . . . xk, g,f) is a 
longest path in T and diam( T) 3 4. ‘I’herefore k 3 3, and in T’, g is adjacent o 
both xl and x2. In T’ both f and h are adjacent o all of the q’s. According to 
Table 3, the two cycles {h, xk, f, x1, g, h} and {h, xk, f, x2, g, h} could only be 
the image of a cycle in Case 1 of Class 4, and this one must be {h, xk, f, h}. 
Therefore at least one of the cycle is missed by cu, so Q! is not onto. Cl 
Let T be a tree with diam( T) 2 4. Suppose there i& a longest path 
9 l l l 9 x,, g, Sl, s2, l l . , Sk, f } of T such that deg(s,) = deg(s2) = l l l = 
deg(sk) = 2, k 2 1, and deg(g) 2 3. Then there is a tree G such that dim(c) 3 
diam( T) + 1 and c(Tg) 3 c( T’). The last inequality is strict if k 3 2. 
Since P is a longest path in T, degu) = 1. Let h be a vertex adjacent o g 
Table 3 
Property 1: Does a(C) contain the edge (gp h)? 
Property 2: Does a(C) contain f? 
Property 3: Is the vertex before f adjacent o g in Z’i? 
Property 4: How many vertices are there after f but before g? 
Properties of a(C) 
Class of C 
Property 1 Property 2 Property 3 Property 4 
. 
z NO 
2 Yes Yes Yes 
3 Yes No 
4 Case 1 Yes Yes NO 1 
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and bt # x,, h # sl. Let T2 be the tree obtained by deleting the edge (g, h) of T 
and adding edge cf, h) (see Fig. 4) C t is easy to see T2 is a tree and 
diam( G) 2 diam( T) + 1. 
To prove c(Ti) a e( T’), we construct a one to one map /3 from the set of ail 
qcles in T’ to the set of all cycles in T& Let C be a cycle in T’. Again we define 
/3(C) according to a classification scheme. Before we provide this scheme, we 
must pause to introduce an auxiliary map * from the set of paths in Tl that do 
not contain for g to itself. Let P = {pl, p2, . . . , p,,} be a path in Ti that does not 
contain f or g. The image of the path P under the map * will be denoted 
P” = (pT9 p;, . . . ,p,*), where 
p;r= Pi9 
sk+l-j, 
if pi $ {SD S29 l l l 9 Sk), 
if pi =SjE (Sl, S2, l l l 5 Sk). 
To prove that * is well defined, we need to show that P* is also a path in 2’;. It 
SU~&S to prove that p: is adjacent to pi*+1 in Tg for i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1. Since pi 
is adjacent-to Pi+1 in T& if both Pi =pT and Pi+1 =P:+~, then the claim is true. 
both pi #pi* and Pi+1 fpi*,l, then Pi =s,, pi+1 = St, for some a, b satisfying 
1 s a, b s k with a # 6. me fact that s, is adjacent to sb in T; implies that 
la - b( # 1. However, P; = Sk++= and P;+l = Sk+l_b SO that 
I(ki-I-a)-(k+l-b)l=la-bl#l. 
It follows that or is adjacent to P:+~. Now consider the case where only one of 
Pi =PT and Pi+1 = pi*,1 holds. Without 10~s of generality, suppose Pi #pi* = s, and 
Pi+1 =Pi*,l$ (Sl, S29 l l l 9 Sk}* Recall that deg(sJ = deg(s2) = l l l = deg(sk) = 2 
and that s, is adjacent to every vertex of T; except so-1 and s~+~ (let so =g and 
&Jr = f). so pi* is adjacent t0 pF+1. This completes our proof of our claim that 
the map * is well defined. 
It is also easy to check the fact that if PI and P2 are two disjoint paths, then PF 
and P,* are also two disjoint pzitlis. ‘ibk are now ready to provide the classification 
scheme by which we define the map /3: 
Class 1. C does not corrtain the edge (f, h). 
n this case C is also a cycle in Ti. So we define B(C) = C. 
Fig. 4. 
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In all the following classes, we assume that C contains the edge (f, h). 
Otherwise C is in Class I. 
Class 2. C does not contain g. C = {hPf, h). 
e define /3(C) = {hPf, g, h}. 
Class 3. C cont&s g and the edge (f, g)* 
In this bass, C = {i$Pg, f, a). We define o(C) = {hPg, h}. 
Class 4. C contains g in T’, so z #sI, y #sI. 
In this class, C = {hP,t, g, yP2x, f, h}. Note that both z and y are adjacent o g, 
so 2 fs,, y zsp 
Case 1. z #Sk. 
n this case, z is adjacent o f in T& We define J?(C) = {hP,z, f, xP;‘y, g, h}. 
Case2. z=skbutx#sl. 
In this case C = {hPIsk, g, yP,x, f, h}. Since Sk is adjacent o g in T’ here but s1 
is not adjacent o g in T’, the assumption governing this case implies that k 3 2. 
define p(C) = {hP,*s,, f, x*Pz-‘y*, g, h}. Note that since x #si, x* #Sk and 
y*zs1 asz*=sk* = s1 and * is a one to one function. Also, y is adjacent o g in 
Ta SO that y #S1, y* +sk. 
ccaSe3. Z=SkaIkdX=Sj. 
In this Case C = {hp$k, g, y?&, f, h). Note that y # sp, so y * # Sk and f is 
adjacent o y* in T$. -We define /3(C) = (hPTs,, f, y*Pzsk9 g, h}. 
As before, it is e a y to see that inside each case, /I is one-to-one. So to show s 
that /? is a one-to-one map, we only need to show that the images of cycles in 
different classes are distinct. The appropriate claims for verifying that /!? is one to 
Table 4 
Property I: Does j!?(C) contain the edge (g, h)? 
Property 2: Does B(C) contain f? 
Property 3: Does p(C) contain the edge (f, g)? 
Property 4: Is the vertex before f equal to sr? 
Property 5: Is the vertex before 17 equal to sk? 
F‘roperties of j?(C) 
Class of C 
1 2 3 4 5 
. 
1 NO 
2 Yes Yes Yes 
3 Yes No 
ase 1 es Yes No Yes 
ase 2 es Yes 
ase 3 es No No 
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one are shown in Table 4. assume an o~entation of /IS(C) airing to 
order h, f, g. So when we use the phr&se “the vertex before f (or g)“, we are 
re~e~g to these o~entatious. 
To complete onr proof of the lemma, we show that p is uot onto when k > 2. 
consider the cycle {h, sl, f, xr, Sk9 g, h). 
only be /3(C) for some C in Case 3 of CIass 4. For such a C, 
/3(C) is adjacent o g in Ti a~rding to our 
adjacent to g in T& III 
3. Fsr each 4t 2 6 and euery tree T with m vertices and dimeter 
4 s d s n - 2, here is a tree Tr with rt t.wticm and diameter at least d + 1 sadi thud 
c(T’) < c(T;). 
For 12 = 6,7, the result follows from Tables 2,3 of [3]. So we assume that 
n>l* 
La 6” = {PI, p2s . . . , pd, p&l} be a %llgeSt path of T. If d&&d) 3 3, then by 
Lemma 1, Tg exists. 410 we assume that there is some B s d such that 
deg(pJ = deg(p,l) = l * - = deg(pd) = 2 and deg(pr_l) > 2. 
call {pc, P,+~, . . . p pd} the degree Tao sequence of P. If the number of 
vertkes in this degree two sequence of P is at least ~0, Tz exists a~r~g to 
Lemma 2. Suppose for every longest path P of T, the number of vertices in the 
degree two sequence isone. In this case lemma 2 implies that there is a tree TO 
-w-& d-;arn(TO; 3 ii”,-lT\ L 1 AT!\ > AT’) Than ni*Rer t.kpsm ic p Ir*map& 
mllq1 p -I- I and %0X& Of *+\a 1’ a LAW11 “a&Ia”I .&A”.” .” Y ‘“U~W”‘ 
path of TO with at least wo vertices in its degree two sequence, therefore we can 
apply Lemma 2 again to TO and there is a tree Ts with 
and 
or we can apply Lemma 1 to TO and strictly increase the number of cycles in the 
complement. 
nce the only rema~i case is that every time we apply t 
JLemma 2 to T, the result is a path. ut this is impossible if T h 
every degree two se nce of T has at most two vertices. q 
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. For n 3 9, among all trees with n vertices, a path has the maximum 
number of cycles in its complement. 
y meorem 3, for every tree T on n vertices with diam(T) 3 4, 
c( T’) < @A). If diam( T) = 3, then Reid’s reduction lemma implies that there is 
a tree TO with diam(TJ = 4 and c(Th) > c(T’). So in this case, we also have 
c( T’) < c(P;). 
If diam(T) = 2, then T is a star. As indicated in [2, Remark 41, Reid’s 
reduction lemma and the statement of [3, Theorem 5.41 imply that c(T’) C c(PL) 
for each n 3 12. By Table 1, ihis inequality also holds for 9 SG n G Il. This 
concludes our proof. 0 
Corollary 4 proves Holroyd and Wingate’s Conjecture 1 in [2] (which is 
e same as the second part of Reid’s conjecture) is true. The first part of their 
Conjecture 2, part (ii) states that for every 2’ with n vertices and Siam(T) = 3, 
c(Sk)>c(T’). This conjecture is false. In [3, Theorem 5.4] Reid proved that for 
n 3 14, c(SL) < c(TJ, where TO has two adjacent non-end points with five end 
points adjacent o one of them and n - 5 adjacent o the other. 
Part (i) of Holroyd and Wingate’s Conjecture 2 states that for each n a 6, 
c(SL) r min{c(T’): T has n vertices and diam(T) = 3}# 
and 
min(c(T’): T has n vertices and diam(T) = dj 
<min{c(T’): T has n vertices and diam(T) = d + I}, 
for each ci 2 3 
These conjectures are resolved in [3, Theorem 3.1) Theorem 5.41. , 
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